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ABSTRACT 

 

Machine Learning (ML) has become widespread in the food industry and can be seen as a great opportunity to deal with the 

various challenges of the field both in the present and near future. In this paper, we analyzed 91 research studies that used at 

least two ML algorithms and compared them in terms of various performance metrics. China and USA are the leading countries 

with the most published studies. We discovered that Support Vector Machine (SVM) and Random Forest outperformed other ML 

algorithms, and accuracy is the most used performance metric. 
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1. Introduction 

Internet of Things (IoT), robotics, and Artificial Intelligence (AI), including Machine 
Learning (ML), Deep Learning, and Natural Language Processing, are the most 
emerging and trending technologies of the fourth Industrial revolution in the food 
industry. According to the World Economic Forum (WEF, 2020), AI adoption in the 
industry is 62 percent. Just as mechanization created deep-scaled changes in 
agriculture in the past, artificial intelligence will lead to a radical transformation in 
subsectors of the food industry today. 

The term "Food industry" involves producers, distributors, retailers, and restaurants 
as its main stakeholders aiming to reduce costs and provide customers with more 
quality and safe goods and services. Here are examples of how food industry 
stakeholders use AI and ML technologies. Producers use them for protecting crops 
from weeds (Blue River Tech), analyzing soil (PEAT), web-based irrigation (Hortau Inc), 
weather prediction (aWhere), and analyzing crop genes (Benson Hill). Distributors use 
AI for doing more accurate sorting and classification (TOMRA), predicting decay and 
shelf-life of the food products (Savormetrics), identification of food fraud, improving 
hygiene conditions and food safety (KanKan, AgroKnow), optimizing supply-chain 
management (Symphony Retail AI). Retailers and restaurants use AI for food serving, 
inventory management, creating new recipes (doing Lab), and analyzing their 
customer's experience (Say2eat) (Cas Proffitt, 2017; Kovalenko, 2021; Insights, 
2022). The use of AI in the food industry will enable companies to cope with the main 
challenges of the sector, such as food losses and food waste, which cause substantial 
economic loss, growing demand due to increasing world population, drought 
expectations by reason of climate change, etc., and so it will ensure a more efficient, 
healthy, and sustainable industry for all stakeholders (Kwasek, 2012; Sadiku et al., 
2019). 

Artificial intelligence encompasses various subdomains, with machine learning being 
one of them. ML is utilized for diverse purposes like classification, prediction, and 
clustering, and it can be broken down into three categories: supervised, unsupervised, 
and reinforcement learning. Supervised learning is used to predict the output from 
other variables in a dataset. Unsupervised learning does not have an output variable 
to be predicted. It is used to understand the dataset better, discover patterns inside 
data, and make classifications (Boehmke & Greenwell, 2020). Reinforcement learning 
means learning from the environment under iterative conditions (Ramasubramanian 
& Singh, 2019). 

Different kinds of literature review articles focus on the applications of deep learning 
and machine learning in the food industry and its subsectors. Distinctly, we have 
analyzed 91 papers, including journal articles and conference proceedings, using 
multi-algorithm in the food industry for various tasks such as food classification, 
quality control, food processing, prediction, customer experience, food safety, etc. 

This article consists of five sections. The following section outlines the food industry 
and the utilization of machine learning within it, organized into three distinct sub-
sections. The third chapter describes ML algorithms and summarizes the relevant 
literature. The study's methodology, selection criteria of the studies, and findings are 
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presented in the fourth chapter. The final section discusses the study's findings and 
explains how the study contributed to the industry and the literature. 

2. Overview of the Food Industry 

2.1. Quality Control 

The food industry took its place among fast-paced sectors. When the speed of the 
industry reached the point where human labor could no longer be sufficient, 
automated solutions came to fill this gap. New technologies are going head-to-head 
with the need for high-level operations; the requirements and complexity of the 
products are also broadening and diversifying, and as a consequence of this 
complexity, the inspection stage needs new developments to provide production 
sustainability (Schmitt et al., 2020). 

According to the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (2022), 
around 14% of the food produced worldwide is wasted between harvest and retail. 
This number is lower yearly due to better inspection processes provided by 
technological development in the quality control field. It is crucial to attain the 
undamaged output in the final stage of the product, and companies need to develop 
their work into stocking high-level products to become lucrative businesses in the 
long run and to confront competitors, as Schmitt et al. (2020) argued. While stocking 
products, companies need to prioritize food quality, which is where the practicality of 
machine learning applications comes into play. 

Image processing techniques often replace humans for quality inspection: such 
methods are non-invasive, accurate, and cost-efficient. Integrated ML techniques can 
enhance visual analysis for automated sorting (Tongcham et al., 2020). Quality 
inspection, as the definition infers, assesses the product by its color, size, ripeness, 
rottenness, contamination, and potential threat to the consumers. Common 
classifiers of color classification are ANN and SVM (De-la-Torre et al., 2019), although 
KNN is also provided successful results (Li et al., 2014). Regarding ripeness detection, 
support vector models become the primary classifier for firmness prediction (Castro 
et al., 2019; Cho et al., 2020). On the other hand, for size-based detection Random 
Forest (RF) is favored due to its success in pointing the distinctness (Vidyarthi et al., 
2020); KNN is another useful model to predict the correct product stage by size (Rady 
& Adedeji, 2020). Food contamination can be easily detected when the PCA-kNN 
model is utilized (Bonifazi et al., 2021). Finally, Quatrini et al. (2020) comment on the 
high performance of Random forests (or random decision forests) while distilling the 
unsafe products in production. 

The most used algorithms to conduct food inspections for the seemingness of a 
shape, color, maturity, or size are Support Vector Machine (SVM), Random Forest 
(RF), and K-Nearest Neighbours (KNN) algorithm; however, Jiménez-Carvelo et al. 
(2019) argue SVM is the most commonly used model among three for enhanced 
performance.  

2.2. Food Classification & Food Processing 

After harvesting, raw material is stored, processed, turned into products, packaged, 
and distributed to the market. Food processing is a post-harvesting activity that 
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creates added value to the food & beverage before its marketing. From the beginning 
of the twentieth century, mass manufacturing and, because of its effect, 
consumption of processed food products have become widespread (Moubarac et al., 
2014). Due to its complex nature, food processing takes much time and effort, needs 
skilled employees, and requires clean, zero-touch phases and high accuracy in all 
steps. Machine learning applications combined with the human workforce and 
computer vision provide a considerable benefit in food processing in line with the 
needs of the food industry. Some examples of these needs are reducing the time 
required to process food, averting food loss, providing more safe and hygienic 
conditions, increasing the accuracy of all decision-making, and improving customer 
experience (WizataTeam, 2021). 

Food processing is also a vital phase to avert food loss which is a considerable 
challenge to be dealt with in the industry. According to World Economic Forum (WEF, 
2019), 14%-21% of production for fruits and vegetables is lost during processing in 
developing countries. Mistakes made in food processing also cause enormous costs 
for developed countries. Due to the mishaps, companies sometimes resort to the 
high-cost but obligatory "recall" method. Recent recall examples such as 
Hallmark/Westland Meat Packing, Peanut Corporation of America, and Wright 
County/Hillandale Farms happened in developed countries and cost these companies 
billions of dollars. It can be clearly said that food processing must be conducted 
meticulously because of its proximity to other subdomains of the industry, such as 
food safety and food marketing.  

The papers related to ML applications in food processing have been handled together 
with food quality control, food safety, and food marketing, and most of the studies 
we analyzed used ML algorithms for classification and prediction. Here are some 
examples; Erban et al. (2019) used ML for the verification of food authentication; 
Vidyarthi et al. (2020) combined ML with image processing to measure the size and 
mass of whole raw almonds; Ribeiro et al. (2009) used it to predict the organoleptic 
parameters from the chemical parameters of the vinification process.  

2.3. Marketing and Customer Experience 

One of the most complex scenarios in which AI and ML are applied is within business 
areas where human input is indispensable (Nyce, 2007). Both customer experience 
and predictions are vital parts of a business that inevitably have human elements. The 
volatility and subjectivity of humans have always made it harder for the machine to 
process and reach a definitive conclusion in both subfields. 

In the context of the food industry, one of the first uses of artificial intelligence in 
customer experience is undoubtedly pattern recognition. To gain feedback from 
users, more often than not, offering incentives would yield a greater amount of data 
than the alternative (Min et al., 2020). That is how recommendation applications are 
born. Many food ordering applications tend to use these recommendation algorithms 
in the background. The scope of these recommendations can range from showing 
similar restaurants after a successful order to offering new recipe recommendations 
after classifying the individuals' food palettes, like CHOPCHOP or HALLA, in the 
particular case of picky eaters (Cas Proffitt, 2017). 
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One of the most significant disadvantages of traditional prediction methods used in 
the industry is their dependency on previously acquired data (Taylor & Letham, 2018). 
While processing willingly and consciously given data is an obstacle on its own, like 
every other product, this approach only scratches the surface of what the customers 
think (Miles & Scaife, 2003). The reviews can be biased; for example, if the restaurant 
offers a coupon to everyone, that leaves a five-star rating. The in-depth analysis of 
customers' real thoughts about a food product can be improved if more data is 
obtained by various means. Say2Eat uses data across all platforms, text, Facebook 
(consequentially WhatsApp), and Amazon Echo, to provide its clients with a thorough 
customer experience analysis (Say2eat, 2017). 

3. Machine Learning Algorithms and Literature Review 

In this section, we briefly describe ML algorithms used in food industry applications, 
their advantages and disadvantages in Table 1 below. 

Name Description Advantage Disadvantage 

Support Vector Machine 
(SVM) 

SVM divides the data in two in a 
homogeneous way with a flat 
boundary called a hyperplane. 

1- Can be used for classification 
or prediction purposes 
2- Not overly influenced by noisy 
data  
3- High accuracy 

1- It requires testing various 
combinations of kernels and 
model parameters 
2- complex black-box model 
that is difficult to interpret 

Multivariate Regression 

The primary usage of regression 
is to define the relationship of a 
single numeric valuable with at 
least one independent variable. 

1- Common approach for 
modeling. 
2- Provides estimates of both the 
strength and size of the 
relationships among features 
and the outcome 

1- It requires strong 
assumptions 
2- It does not handle missing 
data. 
3- Categorical data requires 
extra processing. 

Logistic Regression 

Primarily used for prediction, 
descriptive studies, and testing 
theoretical hypotheses, logistic 
regression differs with giving 
binary target variables. 

1- Simple to operate. 
2- Easy calculation. 
3- Small storage resources. 
4- Option to obtain discrete or 
continuous results.   

Poor fitness and precision. 

Neural Network 

Neural networks are capable of 
learning from all sorts of 
datasets without needing 
assumptions. 

Strong nonlinear fitting ability, 
simple learning rules, and strong 
robustness with memory ability. 

1- Unable to explain the 
reasoning process and basis. 
2- Sensitive to initial values. 

Random Forest (RF) 

RF adds diversity to the decision 
tree models by combining 
fundamental principles of 
bagging with random feature 
selection. 

1- Can handle noisy or missing 
data as well as categorical or 
continuous features. 
2- Selects only the most 
important features. 

1- Unlike a decision tree, the 
model is not easily 
interpretable. 
2- It may require some work to 
tune the model to the data. 

K-Nearest Neighbour 
(KNN) 

Nearest neighbor classifiers 
group unlabeled examples with 
similar labeled examples.  

Despite the simplicity of this 
idea, nearest-neighbor methods 
are extremely powerful. 

1- Does not produce a model 
2- Requires selection of an 
appropriate k. 

K-means 

K-means aim to minimize the 
effect of random chance and get 
closer to the optimal clustering 
solution. 

1- Highly flexible and can be 
adapted with simple 
adjustments to address nearly all 
its shortcomings. 
2- Performs well for real-world 
use cases. 

1- Requires a reasonable guess 
as to how many clusters 
naturally exist in the data. 
2- Not ideal for non-spherical 
clusters 

Naive Bayes 

Naïve Bayes applies the Bayes 
theorem as a classification 
solution as a simple and well-
known alternative. 

1- Simple, fast, and very 
effective. 
2- Does well with noisy and 
missing data. 
3- Even if assumptions are 
violated, it still performs well. 

1- It is quite difficult to meet 
assumptions. 
2- Estimated probabilities are 
less reliable than the predicted 
classes. 
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Name Description Advantage Disadvantage 

Gradient Boosting (GM) 

GBMs build an ensemble of 
shallow trees in sequence with 
each tree learning and improving 
on the previous one.  

1- GB has superior robustness. 
2- It is less likely to be influenced 
by the scale of training sets and 
outliers. 

Overfitting. 

Decision Tree 
The decision trees model 
provides a relation between 
features and possible outcomes. 

1- It can handle numeric or 
nominal features and missing 
data. 
2- Suitable small and large 
datasets. 

1- Decision tree models are 
often biased toward splits on 
many-level features. 
2- It is easy to overfit or 
underfit the model. 

Principal Component 
Analysis (PCA) 

The main use case of PCA is to 
reduce the dimensions of the 
dataset. 

PCA can reduce dimensionality 
without losing taste and value. 
  

It does not allow classifying 
and assigning a class to each 
sample. 

Discriminant Analysis 

It can be used as a 
dimensionality reduction 
technique in the pre-processing 
step for ML. 

Even if its assumptions are 
violated, LDA works very well. 
 

LDA may miss complex 
nonlinear relationships since 
assuming linearity. 

Source: (Lantz, 2015; Lewis, 2017; Cui et al., 2018; Jiménez-Carvelo et al., 2019; Ramasubramanian & Singh, 2019; Boehmke & 
Greenwell, 2020; Ni et al., 2020) 

Table 1. Descriptions of Machine Learning Algorithms 

In the existing literature, review articles discuss the use of machine learning in the 
food industry. Zhou et al. (2019) surveyed dozens of articles utilizing deep learning in 
food recognition, calorie estimation, quality detection of fruits, vegetables, meat, 
aquatic products, food supply chain, and food contamination. Researchers note that 
DL yields better outcomes than techniques such as manual feature extraction and 
conventional ML and emphasize that DL is a promising food quality and safety 
method. In their study, Jiménez-Carvelo et al. (2019) conducted a comprehensive 
analysis of 79 research papers focusing on the application of ML techniques in the 
domains of food quality and authentication. The researchers observed that Support 
Vector Machine (SVM), Classification and Regression Tree (CART), and Random 
Forest (RF) consistently demonstrated highly favorable outcomes in both fields 
compared to conventional methods. These findings underscore the effectiveness and 
potential of SVM, CART, and RF algorithms as powerful tools for addressing food 
quality and authentication challenges when employing ML approaches. Ni et al. 
(2020) analyzed 123 studies that utilized ML techniques in supply chain management, 
an essential part of the food industry, between 1998 and 2018. The articles were 
sourced from reputable databases such as Emerald Insight, IEEE Xplore, Scopus, 
Science Direct, Wiley, Springer, and Google Scholar. The most used algorithms were 
Neural Networks, SVM, and Logistic Regression. Sakinah Shaeeali et al. (2020) 
conducted a comprehensive review of 53 research studies that applied ML techniques 
to customer analytics in the food industry, utilizing data sourced from social media 
platforms. Their results indicate that customers assess their opinions concerning 28 
business aspects. The authors categorized these 28 factors into four main groups: 
experience, food quality, service quality, and quality control. Saha and 
Manickavasagan (2021) reviewed more than 50 studies in the context of food quality 
assessment. They provided a comprehensive review of the use of various ML 
techniques for the analysis of hyperspectral images. The researchers highlight ML 
techniques enable rapid and accurate analysis of hyperspectral food images, leading 
to robust models for classification and regression. Sood and Singh (2021) 
investigated 39 studies that applied computer vision and machine learning-based 
techniques in food security. They intend to address various challenges, including food 
scarcity, declining quality, food wastage, product loss, and the constraints posed by 
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limited natural resources. They observe that DL produced superior outcomes to 
traditional image processing methods as a result. Furthermore, they found the most 
used ML method is SVM after DL techniques (CNN, Transfer Learning Model, Alexnet 
and VGG16). Bhagya Raj and Dash (2022) investigated the use of artificial neural 
networks (ANNs), a machine learning technique, in food engineering. ANNs have the 
capacity to map nonlinear relationships without the need for prior knowledge and 
predict outcomes even when given insufficient data. According to the authors, ANN 
is a novel method in the field of food processing, and it stands out in the areas such 
as extraction, extrusion, drying, filtration, canning, fermentation, baking, dairy 
processing, and quality evaluation.  

This study diverged from existing literature by prioritizing research that employed 
multiple machine learning algorithms within the food industry. This approach 
facilitated a broader algorithmic comparison within a limited study pool. A total of 93 
studies were examined, and the findings are outlined in the subsequent section. 

4. Methodology and Data Analysis 

4.1 Methodology 

Our search was constrained to publications released between 2005 – 2021, 
encompassing the latest field advancements. Our primary sources are Google Scholar 
and Scopus, distinguished academic databases known for their extensive scientific 
literature coverage. In total, we have gathered 91 studies, including 67 journal 
articles, 22 conference papers, and two dissertations that used multiple machine 
learning algorithms and compared them in terms of various parameters within the 
specified time frame. 72 of 91 studies are indexed in the Web of Science and Scopus 
indexes. While searching articles on Google Scholar and Scopus, specific keywords 
were initially employed. Our chosen keywords include: "machine learning in the food 
industry," "machine learning in food quality," "machine learning in customer 
experience," "machine learning in food security/safety," "machine learning in food 
processing," "machine learning multiple algorithms," and "machine learning in food 
classification." Subsequently, studies using these keywords in the title, abstract or 
among keywords were obtained and evaluated. Those that exclusively utilized a single 
machine learning algorithm or focused solely on deep learning were excluded from 
consideration. Instead, our focus remained on selecting and including research that 
employed multiple ML algorithms, allowing for the comparison of outcomes. These 
selected studies were then incorporated into our analysis. 

The data in the research was gathered through manual compilation without 
employing any bibliometric software. The authors of the articles cross-checked the 
chosen studies to confirm their alignment with the selection criteria and to validate 
the accuracy of the information gathered from the articles. Graphical visualizations 
were generated utilizing MS Excel 2016. 

4.2 Data Analysis 

Figure 1 illustrates the publication years of reviewed articles and conference 
proceedings as graphed below. Despite the fact that we only looked at the studies 
that used multiple algorithms, it is clear from the graph that ML is being used more 
and more in the food industry. According to Figure 1, the first peak occurred after the 
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2008 crisis. The second peak, on the other hand, is observed post-2016. Similar 
findings are also evident in the studies by Ni et al. (2020) and Sakinah Shaeeali et al. 
(2020). According to Ni et al. (2020), the reason behind the first peak is the growing 
interest in the effectiveness of machines in decision-making processes after the 2008 
crisis, as opposed to relying on humans. However, the second peak is attributed to 
AI's increasing popularity after 2016. 

In contrast to our findings, the study conducted by Sood & Singh (2021) suggests a 
decline post-2016. In our opinion, the article's authors, the initial increase in the graph 
is attributed to efforts toward new decision-making processes following the 2008 
crisis. The subsequent increases from 2012 onwards can be attributed to the 
resurgence of interest in machine learning due to the advent of the deep learning 
revolution. The increase post-2016 is linked to the popularity of AI technologies. The 
decline in 2021 could be attributed to several factors, such as the possibility that 
articles published in that year were not yet fully incorporated into the databases. 
Additionally, researchers might have shifted their focus towards COVID-related 
research during the pandemic, or it is also possible that the overall performance of 
the studies decreased. 

 
Figure 1. The publication years 

We also visualized the authors' countries of the studies we examined in Figure 2. In 
this map, dark colors indicate countries that published more. 
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Figure 2. Map view 

Within the studies we examined, the highest amount of research was conducted in 
the United States and China, contributing to 26 articles. Following this, India and 
South Korea had 22 and 21 articles, respectively. Spain is the fourth country with 17 
research, and the UK comes after Spain with 10. The rest of the countries have less 
than ten published articles on ML applications in the food industry. This map's 
findings are largely supported by Martinho et al. (2022), who have studied countries 
by total link strength, finding USA and China to be almost twice as strong as the third 
country, Australia, which isn't logged in our study. The study also indicates that India 
and England are ranked among the five leading nations, aligning with our discoveries. 
Technological advancements and quality of life may explain the high number of 
studies in the USA and UK, while the population likely explains the reason behind 
China and India. 

Figure 3 demonstrates the keywords of the reviewed studies according to the 
frequency of use. The most frequently preferred keywords by researchers are 
"machine learning," "support vector machine," "neural network," and "classification." 
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Figure 3. Featured keywords 

The most studied item in the research for classification or prediction purposes are the 
ones that stand out in Figure 4 below. As it is shown, olive oil, wine, milk, meat, and 
restaurants review are leading. Milk and meat are perishable goods; they pose high 
health risks. Therefore, researchers have conducted many studies on them in order to 
minimize these risks. 

 
Figure 4. Featured items 
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Our paper primarily aims to assess research employing multiple ML algorithms for 
diverse functions, including classification and prediction, within various subdomains 
of the food industry. In line with the paper's aim, we have depicted in Figure 5 below 
the algorithms most commonly utilized in the articles under our scrutiny. It is 
observed that SVM, Regression, and Random Forest algorithms stand out. 
Significantly, the prominence of SVM and RF algorithms is in line with the findings of 
Jiménez-Carvelo et al. (2019), Ni et al. (2020), and Saha and Manickavasagan (2021). 

 
Figure 5. Most used algorithms 

We also illustrated the winner algorithms that outperformed others in Figure 6. The 
following graph presents winner algorithms according to their frequency. The leading 
algorithms are support vector machine, random forest, and neural network 
algorithms. Although Regression, Neural Networks, Random Forest, and KNN have 
close usage frequency, random forest and neural networks stand out from the other 
two in terms of performance. SVM has shown outstanding performance, winning 
almost half of the studies in which it is used. 
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Figure 6. The frequency of the winner algorithms 

As is known, various metrics are used to evaluate the performance of machine 
learning algorithms. Finally, we graphed the utilization frequency of performance 
metrics in Figure 7. The most preferred metrics are accuracy, recall, and specificity, 
respectively.  

 
Figure 7. The frequency of the parameters used for comparison. 

5. Discussion 

Based on our study findings, an increase in the utilization of ML after 2008, 2012, and 
2016 is evident. These findings align with the discoveries of Ni et al. (2020) and 
Sakinah Shaeeali et al. (2020). However, in the study by Sood & Singh (2021), which 
focuses on the field of food security and encompasses 39 works, a decline post-2016 
is demonstrated. This divergence in results might stem from the smaller number of 
studies in their research, the specificity of their study to a particular sub-domain 
within the food industry, or disparities in our article selection criteria. In our study, the 
countries with the most contributions are the USA, China, India, South Korea, and 
Spain sequentially. Similarly, in Martinho et al.'s (2022) study, the top five include the 
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USA, China, and India. Ni et al. (2020) also have the USA, China, and Korea in their top 
five. The most frequently employed algorithms are SVM, Regression, and Neural 
Networks. The most successful algorithms, in order, are SVM, Random Forest, and 
Neural Networks. These findings align with the results of other studies in the 
literature (Jiménez-Carvelo et al., 2019; Ni et al., 2020; Bhagya Raj & Dash, 2022). 
According to our results, the most used comparison parameter is accuracy by a 
significant margin, followed by precision and recall. 

6. Results 

Similar to other sectors such as Finance, Logistics, and Manufacturing, Machine 
Learning can play a significant role in addressing fundamental challenges in the food 
industry. Existing literature demonstrates that integrating ML technologies into the 
food industry can provide solutions to the low-efficiency issue stemming from 
processes previously reliant on human effort in subfields such as food quality, food 
processing, food classification, food safety/security, and customer satisfaction. 
While the use of artificial intelligence is increasing in the industry, research focusing 
on the applications of machine learning algorithms in the food industry and its 
subfields continues to grow in the literature. At this point, literature review articles 
take on significance. Literature review studies are conducted to gain insights into the 
general trends of the existing literature amidst the rapidly growing body of research. 

In this study, the authors first elucidate the utilization of machine learning in the food 
industry and its subfields. Subsequently, they introduce commonly employed ML 
algorithms within the food industry, discussing their advantages and disadvantages. 
The specific aim of the study, setting it apart from the existing literature, is to assess 
the literature by evaluating studies that employ multiple ML algorithms. This 
approach allows us to not only identify the best-performing algorithms but also to 
assess a greater variety of algorithms with fewer studies and enables us to compare 
these algorithms. 

Our study demonstrates that SVM and Random Forest algorithms should be the 
primary choices for researchers in approaching problems within the food industry. 
SVM is robust in high-dimensional spaces and apt for complex datasets with multiple 
attributes. Its kernel trick handles nonlinear food industry data well. Random Forest 
is another key choice, excelling in accurate classifications crucial for precision-focused 
food applications. It also handles overfitting and large datasets effectively, which is 
ideal for agriculture and quality analysis.  

In sum, it can be precisely said that ML holds a great potential in addressing many 
problems in the food industry from harvesting to marketing. ML-based solutions 
increase market efficiency and offer innovations to businesses. It is believed that the 
insights derived from this study will motivate companies to adopt ML in the food 
industry and will also provide benefits to researchers.  
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